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NUSSU STUDENT LIFE FAIR 2021 (SLF’21) IS A THREE-DAY FULLY VIRTUAL EVENT FROM 11 - 13 AUGUST WITH ONLINE BOOTHS AND A YOUTUBE LIVESTREAM TO INTRODUCE AND PROMOTE THE VARIOUS STUDENT ORGANISATIONS AT NUS.

Stay tuned for CCA Booths, Performances, Lucky Draw, Goodie Bag and many more!
WITH MORE THAN 40 TYPES OF SPORTS CCAS, THERE ARE MORE THAN ENOUGH OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU TO TAKE UP NEW SPORTS AND TRY OUT ALL THE VARIOUS EXCITING ACTIVITIES! WHETHER YOU’RE PLANNING TO JOIN COMPETITION SPORTS OR TO PICK UP NEW SKILLS, THE SPORTS CCAS HAVE IT ALL COVERED!

DO YOU WANT TO BE ACTIVE IN THE SPORT SCENE?

Do not miss out on these excellent opportunities for you to learn and sign up for Sports CCAs!

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR SPORT CCAS TO STAY FIT?

Catch the livestream of the Sports CCAs showing off their skills and form on Day 3, August 13!

**NUS VOLLEYBALL RECREATIONAL CLUB**

NUS RECREATIONAL VOLLEYBALL CLUB is a recreational volleyball group open to all students, inexperienced and experienced alike. It is a fun club to relax and make friends. We have 3 sessions a week (Monday, Wednesday, and Friday) and conduct trainings on 2 of those sessions (Monday and Friday).

@nus.volleyball  
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/volleyball

---

**NUS AEROBICS**

NUS AEROBICS CLUB OFFERS GROUP FITNESS CLASSES OF DIFFERENT LEVELS OF INTENSITY AND COMPLEXITY THROUGHOUT THE YEAR TO STUDENTS AND STAFF WHO ARE KEEN TO EXERCISE IN A COMFORTABLE AND NON-ININTIMIDATING ENVIRONMENT. OUR CLUB AIMS TO RAISE AWARENESS ON THE IMPORTANCE AND BENEFITS OF EXERCISE, PROMOTE A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE AND PROVIDE A SOCIAL AVENUE FOR MEMBERS TO BUILD CAMARADERIE THROUGH WORKOUT SESSIONS AND EVENTS. TO PROMOTE PHYSICAL FITNESS AND ENCOURAGE REGULAR EXERCISE, THE CLUB ORGANISES A VARIETY OF FITNESS CLASSES THAT ARE TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED INSTRUCTORS DURING ACADEMIC SEMESTERS AND HOLIDAYS.

@nusaerobics  
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/aerobics

---

**NUS AIKIDO CLUB**

AIKIDO IS A SELF-DEFENCE MARTIAL ART WHICH NEUTRALISES ATTACKS IN A PEACEFUL AND NONVIOLENT WAY. TECHNIQUES INCLUDE JOINT LOCKING, PINNING, STRIKING, AND CAN INVOLVE USE OF WEAPONS. HERE AT NUS AIKIDO, WE HAVE REGULAR WEEKLY TRAININGS ON TUESDAY AND THURSDAY FROM 7PM TO 9PM (SUBJECT TO COVID-19 RESTRICTIONS AS OF NOW), AT MPSH OR UTOWN (MONTHLY UPDATES ARE GIVEN). THE TRAINING ATTIRE WOULD BE GI OR DRIFIT SHIRT AND LONG PANTS. PRIOR MARTIAL ARTS EXPERIENCE IS NOT REQUIRED AS NEWCOMERS WOULD BE GUIDED BY SENIORS AND WE STRIVE TO LEARN FROM ONE ANOTHER AS WELL. SEE YOU ON THE MATS!

@nus_aikido  
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/aikido
NUS STUDENTS’ SPORTS CLUB

NUS ARCHERY CLUB

We are a club focused on the sport of archery, welcoming people of all backgrounds, from experienced archers to beginners who wish to try the sport.

@nus.archery
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-archery-team

NUS BOXING CLUB

Boxing in Singapore can be inaccessible, due to the cost of gym memberships, but that’s where we come in! At NUS Boxing, we conduct both recreational and competitive team trainings that not only help you learn the fundamentals of boxing, but also give you a good workout! We train in school on Wednesdays (Intermediate 6:30-7:30, Beginner 7:30-8:30), and we hope to see some new faces this semester!

@nusboxing
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-students-sports-club
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/boxing

NUS CAPOEIRA CLUB

Capoeira is a Brazilian martial art that has four key elements: fight, dance, music and acrobatics. Created by African slaves using music and dance to disguise self-defence tactics from their Portuguese masters, capoeira’s rich cultural history adds to its uniqueness as a martial art. NUS Capoeira Club aims to spread awareness of capoeira in Singapore as an accessible and enjoyable art for people of all ages and experiences, while creating a fun-filled community for capoeiristas to train and improve.

@nus.capoeira
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-students-sports-club
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/capoeira
NUS INTELLECTUAL GAMES CLUB

THE IGC AIMS TO STIMULATE THE MINDS OF THE NUS COMMUNITY. YOU CAN MAKE LOTS OF FRIENDS AND LEARN NEW GAMES BY JOINING US. NO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE OF GAMES IS REQUIRED, AND NO RESTRICTION IS IMPOSED.

@igc_nus
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-students-sports-club
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/igc

NUS KARATE

NUS KARATE IS A WELL-ESTABLISHED MARTIAL ARTS CLUB, PRACTICING THE SHITO-RYU STYLE OF KARATE. THIS STYLE UNITES AGILITY & STRENGTH WHILE ACHIEVING AN ARTISTIC FORM OF MOVEMENT. OUR INSTRUCTOR SHIHAN YOSHIMASA ISHIKAWA, FOUNDER OF THE KEN YU KAI KARATE ASSOCIATION (SINGAPORE), HOLDS AN IMPRESSIVE 8TH DAN BLACK BELT IN KARATE (SHITO-RYU STYLE) AND HAS PRACTICED THE ART FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS! UNDER HIS GUIDANCE, MEMBERS WILL LEARN KIHON (BASICS), KATA (SET OF CHOREOGRAPHED MOVEMENTS) AND KUMITE (SPARRING).

WE ARE EXTREMELY BEGINNER FRIENDLY AS INCOMING MEMBERS DO NOT NEED TO HAVE ANY PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN KARATE. COME AND TRY OUT KARATE!

@nuskarate
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/karate

NUS KENDO CLUB

KENDO IS A MARTIAL ART ABOUT THE WAY OF THE SWORD, WHERE NUS STUDENTS AND ALUMNI GATHER TO HONE THEIR SKILLS IN THE DOJO. WHILE KENDO MAY SEEM LIKE A VERY PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, DON’T BE DECEIVED, THE UNDERPINNINGS OF BOTH PHILOSOPHY AND MENTAL RESILIENCE MAKE THEIR APPEARANCE BOTH IN TRAININGS AND IN COMPETITIONS.

IN KENDO WE ALL START FROM THE GROUND UP, NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE IS REQUIRED. UNDER THE SENIORS’ AND SENSEI’S GUIDANCE, YOU WILL LEARN TO MOVE SWIFTLY AND STRIKE FEARLESSLY, TO ATTACK AND COUNTER-ATTACK, AND TO THINK ON YOUR FEET WHILE PAYING ATTENTION TO YOUR SURROUNDINGS; ALL FUNDAMENTAL TO BEING A KENDOKA.

@nuskendoclub
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/kendo
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**NUS MUAY THAI**

Muay Thai is commonly referred to as the Art of 8 Limbs. Using the fists, elbows, knees and shins as our arsenal, Muay Thai is a dynamic back and forth exchange of standup striking and clinching. In NUS Muay Thai, we create a safe space for one another to grow as martial arts exponents and together, we strive for excellence. We also hold recreational classes for students interested to do the sport leisurely. These classes are systematic and well thought out by the coach, with team members facilitating each class. Come join the NUS Muay Thai family!

[@nusmuaythai](https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-muay-thai-team)

[https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/muaythai](https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/muaythai)

---

**NUS NAM WAH PAI**

Nam Wah Pai Self Defence (NWPSD) is one of the martial clubs under NUS Sports Club, however what differentiates us from the others is we own a martial arts style which is authentic to Singapore. In NUS NWPSD, we train martial art and self defense techniques and Qi Gong. To find out more about us, please do follow us on Instagram @NWP_NUS and like our Facebook page NUS Nam Wah Pai. If you have any questions, please kindly drop us an Instagram message or email us at NamWahPai@nuSSportsClub.org!

[@nus_nwp](https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nam-wah-pai)

[https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/nwp](https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/nwp)

---

**NUS NETBALL RECREATIONAL CLUB**

NUS Netball Recreational Club (NRC) welcomes all of you, regardless of gender and experience level! Whether you are a netball pro or someone with little to no experience, we strive to provide you with a safe and conducive environment to learn and play netball with like-minded individuals. Apart from learning how to play the different positions in netball, members will also get to develop and hone higher level skills such as quick decision-making and spatial awareness on court.

We train on Tuesdays, 7pm-9pm.

For more information, visit us on Instagram (@NUS.NRC) or Facebook (NUS Netball Recreational Club - NUS NRC)!
NUS SKATING CLUB

Hello! We are a recreational inline skating club where everyone with different backgrounds and skillsets level can come together to train and have fun. There is no strict training program, your learning is done at your own pace so there is nothing to stress about. Also, not only do we skate in school, but we also host urban skating regularly where everyone can enjoy the thrill of skating around the urban landscape while enjoying the view of beautiful landmarks. We hope to see you in court soon!

@nusskating
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/skating

NUS WUSHU

Wushu is a martial art as well as a performing art that is an integral part of Chinese culture and helps build character, discipline and virtue. The sport focuses on training in taolus, which are a set routine comprising connected techniques, choreographed with patterns of attack and defense. As it does not contain many stunts and acrobatics, traditional wushu is not difficult to pick up or learn, all you need is a passionate heart for the sport and diligence in training.

@nuswushu
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/wushu

NUS UNIVERSITY LIFEGUARD CORPS

University Lifeguard Corps (ULC) is a family of lifesavers, both undergraduates and alumni, dedicated to the waters and beaches. We offer courses - Lifesaving 1, 2, & 3, and bronze medallion - to equip interested individuals with skills to become lifeguards. Interested to find out more? Talk to us now at hello@nuslifesaving.com

@nuslifesaving
https://www.nussportsclub.org/clubs/ulc
NUS SPORTS WELCOMES ALL STUDENTS TO JOIN THEM REGARDLESS OF EXPERIENCE OR SKILLS AS THEY ARE HERE TO PROMOTE SPORTS TO THE NUS COMMUNITY, BE IT RECREATIONAL OR FOR SPORTS EXCELLENCE. NUS SPORTS IS COMMITTED TO BRINGING YOU THE BEST STUDENT LIFE EXPERIENCE ON AND OFF THE FIELD.

@teamnus

AQUATHLON

We are a multi-sport CCA that does a combination of both swim and run. We represent NUS to compete in SUNIG as well as other aquathlon competitions in Singapore, for example, the annual NTU aquathlon event and Metasprint. We have a coach and he comes down for trainings as well as sends us our training plans each week. NUS Aquathlon accepts both recreational and competitive athletes who are willing to work hard and have passion for both running and swimming.

@nusaquathlon

BOWLING

The NUS Bowling Varsity Team welcomes all students, regardless of experience, to join us as we aim to nurture a team of dedicated and enthusiastic bowlers who are interested in developing their skills and techniques. We train once a week, either on Monday or Tuesday at SPGG from 8-10PM. Every year, the team participates in the Singapore University Games (SUNIG) and Institute Varsity Polytechnic (IVP) Games, as well as overseas competitions and friendlies with other schools to allow our bowlers to acquire ample competition experience.

@nusbowling

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-bowling-team

NUS CALISTHENICS

In Calisthenics, we aim to achieve mastery of one’s body to achieve gravity-defying feats such as planches, handstands, muscle ups, front and back levers. It starts from foundation movements like pushups, pullups and dips and progresses into more specific and fun skill based training. Our trainings are conducted free & easy, where we guide and push each other to become stronger both physically and mentally. We welcome anyone to join, regardless of level, since everyone starts somewhere.

@nuscalisthenics

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/calinus
NUS WATERPOLO

NUS WATER POLO COMPRISSES OF BOTH A MEN'S AND WOMEN'S TEAM. WE PARTICIPATE IN SEVERAL COMPETITIONS ON A YEARLY BASIS, WITH THE MEN'S TEAM BEING THE REIGNING CHAMPIONS AND WOMEN'S TEAM BEING FIRST RUNNERS-UP IN THE RECENT SINGAPORE UNIVERSITY GAMES 2019. FURTHERMORE, THE WOMEN'S TEAM COMPRISSES OF PLAYERS WHO HAVE NO PRIOR EXPERIENCES IN PLAYING WATER POLO, SO OUR TEAM IS OPEN TO ALL WHO ARE INTERESTED IN EXPLORING WATER POLO AND HAVE A PASSION FOR THE SPORT. FIND US ON INSTAGRAM @NUSWATERPOLO AND LOOK OUT FOR MORE UPDATES!

@nuswaterpolo
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-water-polo-team

NUS CANOEPOLO

CANOE POLO IS A COMPETITIVE SPORT THAT USES A KAYAK, PADDLE AND A BALL. EACH TEAM CONSISTS OF 5 PLAYERS THAT WILL ATTEMPT TO SCORE IN THEIR OPPONENT’S GOAL, WHICH IS SUSPENDED 2M ABOVE WATER. IT IS A CONTACT SPORT THAT REQUIRE BOAT AND BALL HANDLING SKILLS. IT CAN BE PLAYED IN A POOL OR OPEN WATER IN A COURT MEASURING 35M BY 23M. EACH MATCH CONSISTS OF 2 HALVES AND EACH HALF IS 10 MINS. CANOE POLO REQUIRES EXCELLENT TEAMWORK AND TECHNIQUE, BUT DON’T BE AFRAID TO COME AND TRY AS NUS CANOE POLO TEAM WELCOMES NEWCOMERS! COME AND JOIN US TO EXPERIENCE THIS EXCITING SPORT AND MAKE FRIENDS!

@nuscanoe polo
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-canoe-polo-team

NUS CANOEING

NUS CANOEING IS AN ORGANIZATION FOR PEOPLE WHO LOVE PADDLING, STRIVING TO BRING ABOUT A FULFILLING AND ENRICHING STUDENT LIFE EXPERIENCE ON AND OFF THE WATER. WE WELCOME EVERYONE OF VARYING LEVELS OF PADDLING EXPERIENCE. EXPERIENCED PADDLERS WILL GET TO HONE THEIR TECHNIQUES AND PUSH THEMSELVES TO THEIR LIMITS DURING TRAINING AND COMPETITION, AS SHOWN BY THE PASSIONATE MEMBERS WHO ENJOY THE THRILL OF COMPETING IN THE ANNUAL INTER-TERTIARY CANOEING COMPETITION. NEW PADDLERS WILL GET THE CHANCE TO LEARN A NEW SKILL AND TECHNIQUES TO WORK THEIR WAY UP, EVENTUALLY GETTING THE OPPORTUNITY TO COMPETE AND REPRESENT THE SCHOOL.

@teamnuscanoeing
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/teamnuscanoeing
NUS CLIMBING (VARSITY)

As a competitive climbing team, we want to provide an environment that facilitates progression in the sport. We participate in bouldering competitions such as National Schools Bouldering Championships (NSBC). We are made out of individuals who pride themselves on giving their best effort in every training session and are looking for like minded individuals.

@teamnusclimbingguys

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-climbing-team

NUS CROSS COUNTRY

NUS Cross Country is a team comprising of both competitive and recreational runners who train together and spur each other on. We strive to break our personal bests and to clock in some mileage while having fun!

@nuscrosscountry

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-cross-country-team

NUS DRAGONBOAT (MEN)

NUS Dragon Boat welcomes all students to join us regardless of experience or skills. We are here to promote dragon boat to the NUS community and are committed to bringing you the best student life experience on and off the field. We participate in 3 main competitions across the academic year, and strive to achieve greater heights. We place great emphasis on the values of dedication, determination and brotherhood. We believe that these core principles will guide us to achieve our goals and do NUS proud.

@nusdragonboat

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-dragon-boat-team

nusdb.carrd.co
NUS DRAGONBOAT (WOMEN)

NUS DRAGONBOAT WELCOMES ALL STUDENTS TO JOIN US REGARDLESS OF EXPERIENCE OR SKILLS. WE ARE HERE TO PROMOTE DRAGON BOAT TO THE NUS COMMUNITY AND ARE COMMITTED TO BRINGING YOU THE BEST STUDENT LIFE EXPERIENCE ON AND OFF THE FIELD. WE PARTICIPATE IN 3 MAIN COMPETITIONS ACROSS THE ACADEMIC YEAR, AND STRIVE TO ACHIEVE GREATER HEIGHTS. WE PLACE GREAT EMPHASIS ON THE VALUES OF DEDICATION, DETERMINATION AND BROTHERHOOD. WE BELIEVE THAT THESE CORE PRINCIPLES WILL GUIDE US TO ACHIEVE OUR GOALS AND DO NUS PROUD.

@nusdragonboat
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-dragon-boat-team
nusdb.carrd.co

NUS ESPORTS @ NUS E-GAMING

NUS ESPORTS @ NUS E-GAMING IS THE ONE AND ONLY OFFICIAL ESPORTS CLUB IN NUS! WE HAVE 2 WINGS – RECREATIONAL AND ESPORTS, SUITABLE FOR BOTH CASUAL AND COMPETITIVE MEMBERS ALIKE. THERE ARE 5 GAMING DIVISIONS: LEAGUE OF LEGENDS, MOBILE LEGENDS:BANG BANG, OVERWATCH, SWITCH: SUPER SMASH BROS, AND VALORANT. WE AIM TO FURTHER THE ESPORTS SCENE IN NUS, AS WELL AS SINGAPORE. OTHER CLUB OBJECTIVES INCLUDE BRINGING TO STUDENTS A FUN AND INCLUSIVE COMMUNITY FOR RESPONSIBLE GAMING, AS WELL AS THE CHANCE TO REPRESENT THE SCHOOL IN VARSITY COMPETITIONS IF THEY WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THEIR PASSION A STEP FURTHER!

@nusegaming
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nusegaming

NUS FENCING

TEAMNUS FENCING WELCOMES ANYONE, REGARDLESS OF EXPERIENCE OR SKILL TO THE FENCING COMMUNITY. COMBINING PHYSICAL AND MENTAL RESILIENCE WITH SPEED, POWER, SKILL, AND STRATEGY, FENCING IS A DYNAMIC SPORT THAT CHALLENGES ONESELF TO PUSH PAST THEIR PHYSICAL AND MENTAL BOUNDARIES. WE OFFER SPECIALISATIONS IN ALL OF THE THREE DIFFERENT WEAPONS IN FENCING, CATERING TO A WIDE RANGE OF PLAY STYLES AND PREFERENCES. IF YOU ARE NEW AND WANT CHALLENGE YOURSELF TO LEARN A NEW SPORT, JOIN OUR FENCING INDUCTION COURSE WHICH IS HELD AT THE START OF EVERY ACADEMIC YEAR. MORE DETAILS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR INSTAGRAM AND WEBSITE!
NUS FLOORBALL (MEN)

NUS FLOORBALL is a community of floorball enthusiasts that welcomes students of all levels of experience. NUS FLOORBALL currently consists of both recreational and varsity teams that train and compete in various competitions throughout the year. Do contact us for more information!

@nusfloorball

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-floorball-team

NUS GOLF

NUS GOLF aims to impart valuable hard and soft skills during training. We hope that through this CCA, amateur players get to pick up a new skill with the help of a professional coach while experienced players can enhance their game with the help of their friendly peers. Ultimately, NUS GOLF seeks to bridge the gap between beginners and experienced players to create one community.

@teamnusgolf

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-golf-team

https://www.nusgolf.org

NUS HANDBALL (WOMEN)

A unique sport that requires speed, strength, stamina, agility, technical precision, skill, and teamwork, handball has become one of the fastest-paced and exciting Olympic sports. Being a combination of football, basketball, and netball, 2 teams of 7, consisting of 6 outfield players and 1 goalkeeper, compete to score more goals than the other. Defense in handball also includes physical contact in order to disrupt the plays of the opponent.

@nushandball

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-handball-team
NUS JUDO

NUS JUDO IS A COMPETITIVE/RECREATIONAL MARTIAL ARTS CLUB THAT CATERS TO PRACTITIONERS OF ALL SKILL LEVELS. OUR HEAD COACH, MR. TANG SOON ONN, IS THE 1989 SEA GAMES GOLD MEDALIST AND HAS A WEALTH OF EXPERIENCE AND KNOWLEDGE IN JUDO. MEMBERS CAN BE SURE THAT THEY ARE IN GOOD HANDS! THE TEAM TRAINS ON MONDAYS AND THURSDAYS, 7 TO 9PM AT MPSH HALL 6. THE ANNUAL JUDO INTER TERTIARY CHAMPIONSHIP (ITC) IS THE MAIN COMPETITION THAT WE PARTAKE IN AND IS HELD IN MARCH (SEMESTER 2). WE HAVE BEEN ITC CHAMPIONS SINCE 2016 AND HOPE TO CONTINUE DEFENDING OUR TITLE!

@nusjudo
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-judo-team

NUS KAYAKING

NUS KAYAKING IS A MEMBER OF TEAMNUS’ OUTDOORS EDUCATION NETWORK (OE-NET) WHICH ORGANIZES, CONDUCTS AND EXECUTES PROFICIENCY COURSES, KAYAKING ORIENTATIONS, EXPEDITIONS, AND BIATHLONS. OUR ROLE IS TO PROMOTE KAYAKING AS A SPORT AMONG THE NUS COMMUNITY AND PUBLIC BY ORGANIZING SUCH EVENTS AND MORE.

WE ARE ALSO THE GO-TO UNIT FOR ALL NUS ORGANISATIONS SEEKING TO CONDUCT SEA BASED ACTIVITIES. IN THIS REGARD, NUS KAYAKING MAINTAINS THE VARSITY FLEET OF 38 SEA KAYAKS AND ITS ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT ACROSS MULTIPLE BASES IN SINGAPORE ON BEHALF OF THE UNIVERSITY. GET SPLASHED WITH THE LATEST INFORMATION ON WHAT WE ARE UP TO!

@nuskayaking
https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nuskayaking
https://nuskayaking.org/

NUS MOUNTAINEERING

MIR WAS FOUNDED IN 2001 BY MOUNTAINEERS FROM SINGAPORE’S FIRST EVEREST TEAM.

TO DATE, OUR TEAM HAS CLIMBED MOUNTAINS ALL OVER THE WORLD INCLUDING THE NUS CENTENNIAL EVEREST EXPEDITION, THE SINGAPORE WOMEN’S EVEREST TEAM AND CLIMBS AT ONG TENG CHEONG AND ONG SIEW PEAKS IN KAZAKHSTAN. TODAY, WE RUN A WIDE-RANGING HOST OF DEVELOPMENTAL PROGRAMMES LIKE THE BI-ANNUAL BASIC TECHNICAL MOUNTAINEERING COURSE (TMC) TO INDIA, NEPAL AND KAZAKHSTAN, COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECTS, CLIMBING SESSIONS TO ENGAGE YOUTHS (19-25 Y.O.) TO PURSUE MOUNTAINEERING AND SEEK OUT ADVENTURE IN THE GREAT OUTDOORS.
**NUS POWERLIFTING**

Starting from humble beginnings as a student led interest group, Powerlifting NUS, with the support of its members, has grown over the years to become the varsity team that it is today. Comprising of a passionate group of people united together by a love of lifting, the club has represented NUS in several competitions such as the tertiary powerlifting championships in 2021. We hold workshops that introduce beginners to the three movements of powerlifting - the squat, bench press and deadlift. For seasoned lifters, we have sessions to help improve existing weaknesses. We welcome everyone, regardless of lifting background to join us.

@powerliftingnus

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-powerlifting

---

**NUS SWIMMING**

NUS Swimming welcomes all students to join us regardless of experience or skills as we are here to promote swimming to our NUS community be it recreation or for sports excellence. We are committed to bringing you the best student life experience in and out of the pool. Our competitive teams participate in two main competitions each academic year, the Singapore University Games (Sunig) in semester 1 and Institute Varsity Polytechnic (IVP) games in semester 2. Our team aims to retain our title at Sunig and the IVP games. This can be seen from our dedication in training and the indomitable spirit of all members on the team. Besides training sessions, the group also sets aside time to relax and unwind together!

@nusswimming

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-swimming-team

---

**NUS SAILING**

NUS Sailing varsity team represents NUS at the regional, national, and tertiary level and has returned excellent results in competitions. Our team ethos is passion, responsibility, ownership and supportiveness. We aim to make the sport of sailing accessible to those who are dedicated and willing to put in the work required to be a competent and competitive sailor.

@nussailing

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nussailing

nussailing.com
NUS SILAT

Silat is a martial art that originated in the Malay Archipelago, namely Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand. It consists of striking moves such as punches, kicks, grabs, throws, and take-downs. There are two aspects to it, Seni (Artistic) and Tanding (Fighting) which makes use of the different techniques in Silat. Here at NUS Silat, we are a NUS varsity team that trains competitively in both disciplines. We take pride in having a fun and comfortable atmosphere akin to a family. We train together as a team, working hard and playing hard.

@nus.silat

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-silat-team

NUS TABLE TENNIS

NUS Table Tennis welcomes all students to join us regardless of experience or skills as we are here to promote Table Tennis to our NUS community be it for recreation or for sports excellence. We are committed to bringing you the best student life experience on and off the field. Our competitive teams participate in two main competitions each academic year, the Singapore University Games (SUNIG) in Semester 1 and Institute Varsity Polytechnic (IVP) Games in Semester 2. The men and women teams train on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Thursdays, 7 to 10 PM at USC Sports Hall. Our teams aim to retain our title at SUNIG and to improve our results at the IVP Games. This can be seen from our dedication in trainings and the indomitable spirit of all members on the team. The team believes in the motto, “there is no substitute for hard work.” Our team is dedicated to the sport with friendships and camaraderie being equally as important as our skills.

@pingnuspong

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-table-tennis-team

NUS TAEKWONDO

NUS Taekwondo welcomes all students to join us regardless of experience or skills as we are here to promote Taekwondo to our NUS community, be it for recreational purposes or for sports excellence. We are committed to bringing you the best student life experience on and off the mats. Trainings are held at MPSH 6 on Wed (7.30-9.30 PM) and Sat (2.30-4.30 PM). We participate in several competitions every academic year and have consistently attained commendable results throughout the years. We also strongly believe in giving back to society, actively organising and participating in volunteering opportunities. Come join us today!

@nustkd

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-taekwondo-team
NUS TRACK & FIELD

NUS TRACK & FIELD IS A COMPETITIVE AND RECREATIONAL TEAM, CONSISTING OF VARIOUS DISCIPLINES - SPRINTS, JUMPS, THROWS, AND CROSS COUNTRY. WE WELCOME ALL NUS STUDENTS WHO WISH TO PURSUE SPORTS EXCELLENCE, OR SIMPLY, KEEP FIT!

@nus_athletics

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-track-field-team

NUS ALPHA VERVE CHEERLEADING

ALPHA VERVE WAS ESTABLISHED IN 2005 AS THE FIRST NUS CHEERLEADING SQUAD, AND BECAME A PART OF TEAMNUS. RECENT ACHIEVEMENTS IN THE NATIONAL CHEERLEADING COMPETITION INCLUDES THE TEAM EMERGING STRONG AS 1ST RUNNER UP IN THE CASNCC TEAM CHEER TERTIARY COED PREMIER CATEGORY, 1ST RUNNER UP IN THE ACIC DOUBLE GROUP STUNT OPEN ALL GIRL ELITE CATEGORY AND REPRESENTING NUS IN THE ASIAN UNIVERSITY CHEERLEADING CHAMPIONSHIP HELD IN SEOUL, KOREA - A TESTAMENT TO THE BLOOD, SWEAT AND TEARS OF THE TEAM MEMBERS OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS.

TRAINING IS HELD ON MONDAYS (GYMNASTICS), WEDNESDAYS AND SATURDAYS (STUNTS)! CONTACT US ON INSTAGRAM AT @NUSALPHAVERVE

@nusalphaverve

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-cheerleading-team
ADVENTURE LEARNING
ADVENTURE LEARNING
ADVENTURE LEARNING
ADVENTURE LEARNING
ADVENTURE LEARNING
NUS DIVE, NUS DIVE (FREEDIVE)

NUS DIVE aims to expose the NUS community to the wonders of the underwater realm by organising scuba diving courses regularly. Our sub-club, NUS Freedive, trains and competes professionally in freedive events and strives for competitive excellence. Apart from courses and competitions, we also aim to bring them more opportunities for scuba diving like dive trips as well as conservation dives to foster the conservation of the environment and appreciation of nature.

@nus_dive

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/nus-dive

FACILITATORS@NUS

We are a driven student club aiming to empower the next batch of student facilitators (SF) who have the passion to serve the community. Starting from the NUS community, we provide ample opportunities for our SF to apply their skills learnt and serve the immediate community.

@facilitators.nus

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/facilitators-nus

NUS ROVERS

NUS ROVERS ADVENTURE CLUB is a society that aims to share our love for outdoor adventures with others. Our long-term vision is to encourage a greater appreciation of the outdoors, through trekking and exploration. Over the past years, we have gathered many people who share the same zest for adventure and who exude the spirit of friendship we advocate when we (literally) surmount obstacles. The activities we organize serve as unique experiences for our members, enriching their student life, helping them to grow as individuals, learn about the world, forge new friendships, and make many wonderful outdoor memories.

@nusrovers

https://nus.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/rovers-adventure-club

https://nusrovers.carrd.co/
OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES CLUB

NUS ODAC has a rich background, being one of the longest standing CCAS in NUS since 1984 with over 550 active undergraduate members. We plan engaging outdoor activities for all our members and NUS students, like wakeboarding around Seletar Island, trekking to WWII bunkers, and cycling around Singapore! There's something for everyone, whether you're new to the outdoors or not, and NUS ODAC is dedicated to bringing the outdoors to you.